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Handling & Storage

HANDLING
The panels should be allowed to come to room 

temperature before installation takes place. Panels 

will ship with protective masking film or paper. This 

protective film may be left on during installation 

work. We recommend handling and carrying panels 

on edge as is typical for glass or stone. Please 

note that panel edges may be sharp and it is 

recommended that textured rubber gloves be used 

to avoid injury. Alternatively, panel carrying clamps 

or vacuum clamps may also be used. All clamps 

should be padded and it is recommended that the 

pads be wiped clean of any foreign bodies that may 

leave marks or scratches on the panel’s surface. 

For interior transport, carpet lined drywall carts are 

commonly used. Panels can be temporarily stored 

in the original crates that they were shipped in. They 

can also be stored lying down on a flat surface.

 

STORAGE 
Sensitile manufactures products that are finish 

materials and typically ordered and installed when 

the project is in its final stage. However, if the 

project schedule is such that long term storage, 

lasting several weeks or months is deemed 

necessary then it is crucial that the materials be 

stored properly. 

Storage conditions should be indoors, in a 

clean, dry, temperature and humidity controlled 

environment that does not have wide and sudden 

temperature fluctuations, is void of condensation 

and or leaks. When stored for a long term, the 

protective masking that is applied on the panels 

may become more difficult to peel. For this reason it 

is recommend that stored materials be periodically 

inspected with particular attention to the masking.   

!   Smart Tip
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